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Honorable Chair, Ranking Member and Members of the Committee,

Taking Stock of Citizens United v. FEC

Thomas Mann of the Brookings Institution wrote contemporaneously in 2010, “[t]he 5-4 conservative majority decision in Citizens United vs. the Federal Election Commission that struck many decades of law and precedent will likely go down in history as one of the Supreme Court’s most egregious exercises of judicial activism.” Ten years later Mr. Mann’s assessment still stands. As Former Justice of the Montana Supreme Court Nelson stated recently in 2020, “[o]n January 21, 2010, the Supreme Court of the United States handed down one of its worst and most activist decisions ever. Indeed, in terms of harm caused and likelihood for future harm, the Court’s decision in Citizens United is, likely, the most pernicious Supreme Court decision ever issued in our nation’s history."

Nearly a decade ago, I told Congress after Citizens United v. FEC that I predicted two problems with inviting corporate money into our democracy: a lack of consent and a lack of transparency, which is sometimes known as the dark money problem. I regret to say that both of these problems remain as unsolved as they were ten years ago.
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The tenth anniversary of *Citizens United* has prompted many scholars and non-profits that specialize in campaign finance and corporate governance to look back at the decision and the intervening decade. I canvass some that new data and analysis here.

**Measuring Money by the Billion**

President Obama predicted in his 2010 State of the Union that *Citizens United* would “open the floodgates for special interests — including foreign corporations — to spend without limit in our elections.” What scholars and activists could not know for certain the day that *Citizens United* was decided was whether spending patterns would actually change in elections after the opinion. But with the passage of time, it is apparent that as documented by Open Secrets, who keep meticulous records of spending in federal elections, that outside political spending exploded in the intervening ten years. To wit, “outside spending is the primary consequence of *Citizens United*, with non-party groups now dominating presidential elections and the most tightly contested House and Senate contests. Non-party outside groups have spent nearly $4.5 billion influencing elections since the 2010 cycle. Over the previous two decades, they spent a combined $750 million.”

*Citizens United* led to the D.C. Circuit decision *SpeechNow*, which in turn allowed for the creation of Super PACs. Super PACs have been mega-spenders in federal elections which were also funded by a handful of mega-donors. As *ABC News* reported, “[d]uring the 2016 campaign, more than 2,300 Super PACs spent $1.1 billion – nearly 17% the $6.5 billion amount spent by all parties involved in the election cycle at all levels. Most of that money came from just 100 donors…” Moreover, according to Open Secrets, “[j]ust 10 donors accounted for more than $1 billion over the decade.” One measure of how impactful outside spending was *post-Citizens United* is that in 126 races the outside spending dwarfed what the federal candidate himself or herself spent.

Another development in the post-*Citizens United* era was the price tag for federal elections continued to trend upwards. Each midterm election between 1998 and 2018 was more expensive than the midterm election that preceded it. And every presidential election cycle, including congressional
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races between 2000 and 2016 was more expensive than the presidential election cycle that preceded it, though the cost of the 2016 presidential race (Trump/Clinton) alone was slightly down from 2012 (Obama/Romney).

Contributing to the upward trajectory were costly congressional races. In my home state of Florida, we experienced the most high-priced Senate race in history between Rick Scott and Bill Nelson. “Eight of the top 10 most expensive Senate races ever occurred after Citizens United with inflation factored in. With $213 million spent — including $97 million in outside spending — the hotly contested 2018 Florida Senate race is the most expensive ever.” So far, as of February 1, 2020, presidential candidates had already raised over $1 billion with billionaire candidates President Trump, Mayor Bloomberg and Tom Steyer all raising over $200 million.

While the press has focused on the explosion of small donors in recent federal elections including the last midterm, as the Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of Law has documented, “[t]o be sure, 2018 was a banner year for small donations. Donors who gave $200 or less contributed $1.4 billion to campaigns and political committees, a more than 50 percent increase over the last midterm. But donors who gave more than $100,000 together contributed almost $2 billion, well over twice the total from 2014, resulting in a much greater portion of election funding coming from them than small donors.”

Mega-Donors Play in State Elections Too

Citizens United also impacted state and local elections. It is worth noting that outside political spending also mushroomed in these elections. According to the National Institute on Money in Politics which tracks political spending in all 50 states, “[a]t the state level, Americans have seen a marked increase in independent spending after Citizens United, and some states have experienced exponential growth. For instance, in Colorado’s 2006 election, independent spending totaled less than $400,000. The next post-Citizens United comparable election, 2014, saw $33.8 million spent independently. Most recently, 2018’s election had a remarkable $136.9 million of independent spending. It boggles the mind.”

Not unlike what happened in federal elections where rich individuals took center stage, a similar thing happened in state electoral spending as well. According to Campaign Finance Institute, “[i]n the years before the Supreme Court’s 2010 decision in Citizens United v. Federal Election Commission (CU), independent expenditures (IEs) in state elections were dominated by formal state and local party organizations and labor unions. In the years since then, … ascendant have been national, party-affiliated organizations (such as the Republican and Democratic Governors Associations) and
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– most dramatically – single-issue organizations funded by wealthy mega-donors.”


\textbf{Millions of Other People’s Money}

As I and other scholars have noted, the Supreme Court in \textit{Citizens United} displayed a surprising lack of appreciation of how corporate governance actually works in the real world. As the Chief Justice of the Delaware Supreme Court noted, “the Supreme Court ignored, or misunderstood, the traditional corporate law concept of the corporation and thereby subjected millions of American investors to suffer the involuntary use of their entrusted capital for speech that has no rational connection to their decision to buy stock. That is bad corporate law making bad constitutional law.”\footnote{Chisun Lee & Douglas Keith, \textit{How Semi-Secret Spending Took Over Politics}, THE ATLANTIC (June 28, 2016), https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2016/06/the-rise-of-gray-money-in-politics/489002/; see also Tiffany Muller, \textit{Citizens United: The Court Ruling That Sold Our Democracy}, COMMON DREAMS (Jan. 22, 2020), https://www.commondreams.org/views/2020/01/22/citizens-united-court-ruling-sold-our-democracy (“Now, almost half of all outside spending is dark money that has no or limited disclosure of its donors.”).}


An additional $2.3 million came from Rooney Holdings Inc. Another in the $1 million club was Jasper Reserves LLC. Yet another million-dollar donor to Right to Rise was NextEra Energy Inc. NextEra is a horse of different color because it is a publicly traded company (NYSE ticker: NEE).\footnote{Daniel Nasaw, \textit{Which Candidates’ Super PACs Are Getting Most Corporate Money?}, WALL ST. J. (Aug. 20, 2015 10:52 am ET), https://blogs.wsj.com/washwire/2015/08/20/which-candidates-super-pacs-are-getting-most-corporate-money/.}

That is just a snap shot of corporate spending in one election through one candidate’s Super PAC. According to Open Secrets, looking over the past decade, “36 companies on the S&P 500 contributed $25,000 or more to super PACs since 2012. The largest donors on that list are Republican-backing oil & gas companies such as Chevron and NextEra Energy. Corporations gave $301 million to super PACs and hybrid PACs from the 2012 to 2018 cycles, 87 percent of which went to conservative groups. These contributions made up 10 percent of funding to these groups in the 2012 cycle, a high water mark. That figure dipped to just 5 percent in 2018.”\footnote{Ciara Torres-Spelliscy, \textit{Corporate America’s Wasted Investment in Jeb Bush}, BRENNAAN CENTER BLOG (Feb. 29, 2016), https://www.brennancenter.org/our-work/analysis-opinion/corporate-americas-wasted-investment-jeb-bush.}

I tracked publicly...
traded company spending in my book *Political Brands* and I found that publicly traded companies had spent $37.9 million between *Citizens United* and 2018. This is a problem because when corporate managers spend money from the treasuries of publicly traded companies they are using what Justice Brandeis once called “other people’s money.”

**It’s Getting a Little Dark in Here**

As I discuss in my first book, *Corporate Citizen*, dark money has plagued American elections in the intervening years between 2010 and today:

The impact of *Citizens United* was immediately clear. Roughly $450 million in outside money was spent in [the 2010 midterm] federal election, and $131 million of that spending was from dark money sources. “Dark money,” means political spending where the original source is impossible for the public to discover. As the Chair of the Federal Election Commission (FEC) Ann Ravel noted, “[t]here are circuitous ways to spend. We have the nesting doll problem with dark money.” Because much of that dark money was funneled through trade associations like the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, there is a deep suspicion that much of this dark money came from corporations exercising their new *Citizens United* rights to spend. But because the money is dark, the public may never know for sure. As prominent political lawyer Trevor Potter explained, “[w]e only know corporate funding of most political ads when it is inadvertently disclosed.”

In fact, over $1 billion dollars in dark money has been spent in federal elections alone since 2008. In the 2018 election, over $147 million in dark money was spent. Dark money is money spent in elections which cannot be traced to its real source. With dark money, the voting public only knows the last entity that spends in an election, but not the identity of underlying donors. The typical way dark money is created is by spending through an opaque non-profit like a 501(c)(4) (a social welfare organization) or 501(c)(6) (a trade organization). And then porous rules at the FEC have allowed donors to these nonprofits to remain anonymous, even if they spend millions during elections to influence voters.
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An Agency Asleep
A functioning and effective Federal Election Commission could have crafted rules to prevent dark money even before *Citizens United* because the phenomenon started before 2010.30 But to date, the FEC has not promulgated any rules to make dark money transparent for American voters.31

The only slight improvement on the dark money front has come at the order of a federal court, not through the normal notice and comment rule making process.32 The D.C. District Court in *CREW v. FEC* in 2018 mandated that those entities who buy independent expenditures must actually name their donors.33 The FEC provided guidance on how to comply with the court’s order for political ads purchased after September 18, 2018 directing the listing of donors over $200 in filings with the Commission.34 The Supreme Court let the ruling in this case stand for the purposes the 2018 election.35 Troublingly, the Campaign Legal Center found that many groups were not complying with the new required transparency on the eve of the 2018 midterm election.36 Moreover, *CREW v. FEC* is still being litigated, so the ultimate result in the federal courts is unknown.37

*CREW v. FEC* won’t solve the dark money problem completely because it only applies to independent expenditures which contain *Buckley v. Valeo*’s magic words of express advocacy (such as “vote for” or “vote against”).38 Yet many political ads fall into a different category called “electioneering communications.” These are broadcast ads that never use the magic words, but feature a federal candidate in the days leading up to a federal election.39 The *CREW v. FEC* case doesn’t apply to electioneering communications. Thus, those ads are more likely to be funded by dark money.
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38 *Buckley v. Valeo*, 424 U.S. 1, 44 n.52 (1976), see also Writing Reform, Brennan Center for Justice at VII-5 - VII-7 (2010).
However, Congress should know that the Supreme Court has been consistent in decisions over the past four decades that disclosure of money in politics is perfectly constitutional.  

On-line political ads that lack magic words present a significant problem as they fundamentally fall into a no-mans-land and thereby escape traditional campaign finance reporting requirements. Essentially, if an on-line political ad that attacks or supports a federal candidate yet avoids Buckley’s magic words, it is not a reportable expenditure under current federal law. States are stepping up to fill this void in transparency for on-line political ads by expanding campaign finance reporting requirements to on-line platforms for state elections, but that is only a patchwork solution that calls out for a national resolution. In meantime, Congress could provide more clarity in legislation that dark money is not allowed in federal elections, specifying reasonable donor disclosure thresholds for campaign ads including those that appear on-line.

Rubles, Renminbi & Malaysian Ringgit

Faith in the integrity of American elections was shaken after the American Intelligence Community informed the public in 2016 and in 2017 that the 2016 election was attacked by Russians. This assessment was then reinforced by indictments in 2018 from the Special Counsel against Russians for hacking during the 2016 election, as well as a large Russian social media disinformation campaign. And evidence of foreign interference was further articulated in the redacted version of the Special Counsel’s Report in 2019.
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43 Joint Statement from the Department Of Homeland Security and Office of the Director of National Intelligence on Election Security, Department of Homeland Security (Oct. 7, 2016), https://www.dhs.gov/news/2016/10/07/joint-statement-department-homeland-security-and-office-director-national (“The U.S. Intelligence Community (USIC) is confident that the Russian Government directed the recent compromises of e-mails from US persons and institutions, including from US political organizations.”); Director of National Intelligence, Assessing Russian Activities and Intentions in Recent US Elections, ICA 2017-01D (Jan. 6, 2017), https://www.dni.gov/files/documents/ICA_2017_01.pdf (“We assess Russian President Vladimir Putin ordered an influence campaign in 2016 aimed at the US presidential election. Russia’s goals were to undermine public faith in the US democratic process, denigrate Secretary Clinton, and harm her electability and potential presidency. We further assess Putin and the Russian Government developed a clear preference for President-elect Trump. We have high confidence in these judgments.”).


In light of these revelations about the 2016 election, which I write about in my book *Political Brands*, American voters need to know that all hands are on deck to prevent or catch the next foreign effort to interfere with our elections. But instead, what Americans have seen from the Federal Election Commission (FEC) is an inability to investigate Russian interference including the purchase political ads on Facebook with rubles, the failure to make any new rules that would address foreign interference, and the failure to address dark money which could provide cover for foreign meddling.

As I explain in my book *Political Brands*, one thing that the American public still doesn’t know is whether dark money is hiding illegal money, including money from foreign nationals:

As Lisa Gilbert of Public Citizen notes … “One of our biggest concerns about our system of money in politics is that it can flow in a very secretive way. And because dark money flows behind the scenes, foreign nations are able to take advantage of the lack of transparency, and influence our politics.”

Campaign finance reform advocates have long worried that dark money could be hiding illegal foreign money. Recent events show that this fear was not far-fetched. As Professor Abby Wood noted in the *Washington Post*, “[Dark money hiding foreign influence] is the hardest point to study systematically. Consider the indictments of Igor Fruman and Lev Parnas, figures in the Trump impeachment case, for violating campaign finance laws. A lawyer at a nonprofit carefully matched Fruman’s and Parnas’s addresses to that of a dark money donation from a shell corporation to a super PAC that supported Trump — and found that the pair were laundering over $1 million from foreign countries to support Trump. That’s illegal under our laws, which forbid foreign nationals to donate to U.S. elections and forbid anyone to donate under someone else’s name.”

Are foreigners spending in U.S. elections? Largely, we don’t know because many of those that would be sophisticated enough to spend in U.S. elections, likely know how to spend in a secretive way. But there have been examples of foreign spending in U.S. elections that has been caught red-handed. For example, a Chinese company, American Pacific International Capital, Inc. (APIC), gave $1.3 million to the pro-Jeb Bush Super PAC Right to Rise in the 2016 presidential election. In a rare instance of the FEC enforcing the ban on foreign spending in U.S. elections, a complaint against Right to Rise resulted in FEC fines against the Super PAC and the Chinese company.

In other cases, the FEC has been passive about enforcing the law against foreign spending. As I discussed in *Corporate Citizen*, in a particularly colorful episode, a foreign pornographer spent in a Los Angeles election in 2012 in favor of President Obama’s reelection. This spending violated a
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longstanding ban on foreign money in any American election (federal, state or local). Nevertheless the FEC would not enforce the federal law against the foreign pornographer. This spending also violated California law, and fortunately for the rule of law, California enforced its law against him.

In another case which is ongoing, Pras Michel of the musical group The Fugees has been indicted by the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) for allegedly facilitating political spending from a foreign donor in the 2012 presidential election. As soon as these actions were discovered, campaign finance experts complained about Mr. Michel’s alleged behavior to the FEC, which, again, did nothing about it. Thankfully the DOJ picked up the ball that the FEC dropped in this case, which allegedly involved over $21 million in foreign money.

As demonstrated above, because the FEC has largely been nonfunctional, or stuck in deadlocks, even investigations of foreign spending or punishment for foreign spending has been lacking. The FEC also has not made new rules to better deter foreign spending post-2016. Though I should note that the current Chair of the FEC has put out strong statements reminding the public that foreign spending in U.S. elections is illegal, especially when the spending is from foreign governments.

The ban on foreign spending is not controversial and the Supreme Court has upheld the foreign ban. Yet the lack of enforcement by the FEC against foreign spending in the two notable cases mentioned above, among others, has sent a terrible message to anyone paying attention: the message is campaign finance law is basically not enforced at the federal level to keep foreign money at bay. Given the experience of 2016 with Russians’ breaking U.S. election laws with abandon, the lessons for North Korea, China, Iran or any other hostile foreign actors is that interference in our elections can be done largely without legal consequences from the primary regulator—the FEC.

53 CORPORATE CITIZEN at 121-122.
58 Chair Ellen L. Weintraub’s Statement Regarding Illegal Contributions From Foreign Governments, FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION (June 14, 2019), https://go.usa.gov/xy38U.
Resistance to Citizens United

*Citizens United* has so angered many Americans that they have organized to overturn it using the Article V amendment process outlined in the U.S. Constitution.60 “As of last year [2019], 20 states and 800 municipalities had passed resolutions calling for *Citizens United* to be overturned.”61

Meanwhile, many shareholders have also used their rights under the securities law to push back and ask for more transparency of corporate political spending.62 Shareholder proposals about corporate dark money have been one of the most frequently filed topics in the past few years.63 The Forum for Sustainable and Responsible Investment (US SIF) reported, “[i]n the 2014 season, the bulk of the 130-plus resolutions on political spending and lobbying asked companies to report on their lobbying expenditures, including through indirect channels such as trade associations and non-profit organizations that do not have to report their donors.”64 The trend remained the same years later according to the Sustainable Investment Institute (Si2), which tracked these types of shareholder proposals in 2018, “80 resolutions ask[ed] companies to disclose political activity spending ....”65 The result of this activism is that the number of publicly traded companies that have chosen to adopt best practices for transparency jumped from 70 to 173 over the past decade.66 However, there are two rule makings pending at the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) which could gut the ability of shareholders to hold corporations accountable on a range of issues including spending dark corporate money in elections.67
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Conclusion and Solutions

There’s much that could be done to mitigate the damage caused by *Citizens United* including:

1. Amend the Constitution to overturn the *Citizens United v. FEC* decision.\(^{68}\)
2. Work within the existing constitutional structure to pass legislation to address the case’s fallout:
   a. Pass better disclosure rules for elections including disclosure of paid advertising online through the federal election laws.\(^{69}\)
   b. Pass better disclosure rules for publicly traded corporations’ spending in politics through the securities laws.\(^{70}\)
   c. Provide for a consent mechanism for investors in publicly traded companies like the one that exists in the U.K.\(^{71}\)
   d. Improve and expand public financing of elections so that candidates have an alternative to the privately-funded dialing-for-dollars free-for-all that we have now in federal elections.\(^{72}\)

Thank you again for considering my testimony.
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